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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient moving human detection algorithm based on
simplified background subtraction, and human-body decision with 1D
template correlation for intelligent CCTV system. In general, moving human
detection algorithm consisted of object segmentation and human decision
parts. In the proposed algorithm, firstly simplified background subtraction is
performed to get coarse moving object regions by using simplified background
modeling and updating processing. Then noise elimination using optimized
adaptive threshold is done to get refined object regions. At the final step, it
distinguishes the human body objects and non-human body objects by using
one-dimensional template correlation. The proposed algorithm is simulated
with outdoor test videos, and simulation results show the proposed algorithm
is suitable for real-time video surveillance system by over 98% of correct
detection rate.
Keywords - Image signal processing, Moving human detection, Computer
vision, Video surveillance system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing human activities from CCTV images is a very important task in computer
vision in the past few years. There are various application areas analyzing human
activities of videos, and the most famous and important field is video surveillance
systems [1]-[13]. It needs an autonomous method to extract human bodies from a
video sequence before understanding the various human activities. Then applying a
further process, the activities of a human can be understood.
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Human detection techniques from a video sequence can be divided in to mainly four
categories. They are human detection based on frame difference method, background
subtraction method, optical flow method and infrared (IR) image based detection. The
frame difference method and background subtraction method can be called as nondirect method since they need a further process to detect human bodies, while optical
flow and infrared method are direct method. Frame difference method is very fast and
easy for implementation since it has low complexity. But it cannot be used for object
tracking and shape detection in direct [5]-[8]. In method of optical flow, it is reliable
than other methods since it uses trained data and well defined vector sets for
detection. Also it is capable of detecting and recognizing objects as well as measuring
moving speed and directions. But the big problem is the computational load of the
algorithms that used to generate feature vectors [3].
IR image based object detection method is capable of object tracking and object's
shape recognition. Also this method does not need to apply further step in order to
detect objects since it gives the only heated object's detail as well as the shapes of
objects. However this method cannot be used for object recognition since it gives only
intensity values of object and there is no color information. Also it cannot detect those
objects less than required minimum temperature. The performance of this method is
mainly depends on the IR sensor [4].
Background subtraction method [2], [9] is useful for human-body detection, since it
gives details of object's shape. Also it is possible to track human objects as well as
counting human objects. However it is required low complexity and reliable method
for background modelling and updating as well as for human recognition in order to
make this method success in real time detection. In addition, it is required adaptive
threshold method for noise elimination since this method is very sensitive to noise
such as Gaussian-noise, sudden illumination, light intensity changes. As a result,
human recognition, background modeling and updating tasks should have low
complexity to get efficient human detection algorithm.
This paper proposes efficient moving human detection algorithm included fast human
body classification, and low complexity background subtraction method which is
verified in previous work. In the next section, we describe in detail the proposed
human detection algorithm consisted of simplified background modeling/updating
method, optimized noise elimination with adaptive threshold, and human-body
decision based on one-dimensional template correlation. Finally, we present
simulation results to confirm practicality of the proposed algorithm.
II. MOVING HUMAN DETECTION ALGORITHM
The functional diagram of the proposed efficient moving human detection algorithm
is shown in figure 1 and it consists of three processing steps. Firstly background
subtraction is performed to get coarse moving regions by using proposed simplified
background modeling and updating processing. Then noise elimination using
optimized adaptive threshold is done to get clear candidate object regions. At the final
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step, it distinguishes the human-body and non- human body by one-dimensional
template correlation. Also, it uses gray-level value of image to reduce the complexity
to get efficient human detection algorithm. Each steps of the proposed algorithm are
described in the followings.

Figure 1. Block diagram of proposed algorithm
III. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
Background subtraction is the most common method for foreground detection in
fields of image processing and computer vision. Generally interested regions such as
human, car, etc. are considered to be as foreground while static objects are considered
as background such as buildings, trees, etc. Therefore background subtraction is a
widely used technique for detecting moving objects in videos. Furthermore the
background subtraction is done by differencing of the current image and the
background image.
In order to get a reliable background, the background image has to be updated in real
time according to the situation in the surveillance field. This paper uses simplified
Gaussian model for background updating based on probability of a pixel sequence
over certain time [1]. It is based on pixel based processing, and detailed steps of the
background modeling and updating is as bellows.
STEP1: Quantize the gray level of each image those pixel values varying 0-255 into
26 linear steps as shown in figure 2. The system noise is assumed as white Gaussian
noise and any pixel's value can be changed by 0~10 due to the noise. Therefore the
tolerance of a single bin is set to be 10.
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STEP2: Start to fill those bins by putting current frame's pixel values to the proper
bins and repeat filling until 𝑛𝑡ℎ frame. After processing of 𝑛𝑡ℎ frame, replace the most
weighted bin's average value (𝜇𝜔 ) to pixel value in background image (𝐵𝑖𝑚 ) as shown
in figure 2.

Figure 2. Diagram of background modeling and updating processing
The operations described above are done for each pixels in the input image sequence
over a certain period and finally background can be obtained by taking the average of
most weighted bin, since the values in the most weighted bin are the values those
most repeated values during the certain period. Therefore, the average value of those
most repeated values is updated as background pixel's value (𝐵𝑖𝑚 ) at the regarding
coordinates.
𝐵𝑖𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜇𝜔 (𝑥, 𝑦)

(1)

After background image is generated, background subtraction processing is done to
get the moving object areas. The resulted image has not only real moving regions, but
also the noise regions due to system noise, shadow, texture etc. Therefore, further
processing is required, and next step is to enhance object regions as removing noise
pixels.
IV. OBJECT REGION ENHANCEMENT
Most of the conventional methods used fixed threshold to remove noises of difference
image obtained by background subtraction. But it can be deleted considerable number
of pixels of real objects in the difference image obtained from various surveillance
environments. Therefore, it needs adaptive threshold approach to remove only noise
pixels related the various video surveillance environments and systems. The popular
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adaptive threshold approach uses the standard deviation and mean of the background
subtracted difference image.
This paper uses method which is fully adaptive to the real-time situations in the
surveillance fields and there is no any parameter that should be set by user. In this
method, all the parameters and constant will be calculated automatically and the used
adaptive threshold is calculated as a combination of mean value of difference image
μ[k] and number of zero valued pixels (NZP) [1].
Tp [k] =

N
Nzp [k]

×

μ[k]
(N−Nzp [k])

(2)

The μ[k] is mean value and NZP is number of zero pixels in the difference image
which is counted by scanning the difference image. As using this adaptive threshold,
the noises are effectively eliminated depending on variable field environments of
system. In this step, the moving regions are segmented by threshold processing of the
background difference image (𝐷𝑖𝑚 ). The pixel values of the difference image higher
than the adaptive threshold are consider to be moving pixels and the lower values than
threshold are considered as noise pixels.
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑖𝑚 ≥ 𝑇𝑝
M𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {
(3)
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
According to the equation 3, the binary difference image including moving regions
Mregion is generated. The binary moving object image has usually a number of closely
spaced scattered small regions. It needs further processing for segmenting those
disorder pixels in order to obtain the final moving objects. Generally, the eightconnected component labeling [14] is applied to the resulted image after processing of
background subtraction and adaptive noise elimination. The labels those have small
number of pixels is removed by considering as scatters and noises.
V. HUMAN BODY DECISION BASED ON 1D TEMPLATE CORRELATION
There are template correlation methods are available for human body detection, but
all those methods are based on 2D image correlation. However, this paper proposes
simple one-dimensional correlation method which transforms 2D image into 1D data,
and it is used to calculate correlation with pre-defined 1D template. Different point
with the conventional algorithms, the proposed method used only one reference
template.
It is very difficult task to detect moving human object since the movements of human
are varying in a large range. It causes body shape to be more complex over time. First
of all, it has to find unique features of human's body shape when they move. There are
many shapes respect to the movements. But this paper consider only about some
unique features when a human moves in position of front-up, right-up, left-up, backup. When human moves in all those positions, the upper part of body still remain
almost same shape and this shape can be used to classify human body. Based on the
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above concept, this paper proposes a simple template correlation method by applying
1D template correlation. The steps of the moving human decision are described as
bellows.
STEP1: Extract one third of rectangle including human body region. It contains the
upper part of the human body such as shoulder and head, since the human is standing
in any direction.
STEP2: Resize the extract part in to 10 by 10 block in order to match with the
reference template, since the proposed method used fixed 10 data points. This block is
2D image that's size of 10×10.
STEP3: Get the sum of each column pixels. This step is to make the 1D candidate
template that has 10 data points.
STEP4: Calculate normalized cross correlation (NCC) to measure the difference
between reference template and candidate template. If the correlation value is larger
than 0.8, the candidate objet is classified as moving human object. This threshold
value is selected by experimental method.
r𝑥𝑦 =

∑𝑛
̅)
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥̅ )(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦
2 𝑛
̅)2
√∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥̅ ) ∑𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦

(4)

rxy is the normalized cross correlation value and x is the input candidate signal and y
is reference signal while x̅, y̅ represent respectively mean value of the input signal and
reference signal.
In detail, if correlation value is 0.9034, it matches over 80% of decision threshold.
Therefore the candidate object is classified as a human body. Therefore the proposed
1D correlation method is able to distinguish moving human body from other objects
and it also reduced the computational load comparatively to the 2D correlation
method.

Figure 3. Calculation of 1D candidate template from 2D human body’s rectangle
image
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In addition, the proposed 1D correlation method (blue line) gives higher correlation
values than 2D correlation (red line) for same candidate blocks as shown in figure 4.
Because there could be many data points that are miss-matched in 2D image and it
cause correlation coefficient to have negative values. Those negative values drive
NCC value to be small. Therefore the proposed 1D template correlation method gives
better result than the 2D correlation method and it is much more suitable for human
object detection and the complexity of the algorithm is reduced since it used only one
reference template.

Figure 4. NCC comparison of 1D template method and conventional 2D template
method
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation has been done by a computer and 720 × 480 test videos are used. The
output images of the simulation are re-formatted in RGB-type images and the
detection results in outdoor surveillance video at various places are shown in figure 5.
Moving human objects are indicated by green rectangle and other moving objects are
indicated by red rectangle.
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Figure 5. Simulation result images for some test videos
Table 1 shows the summary of detection performance for outdoor video sequences.
The simulation results show 98.4% of average correct detection rate while average
false detection rate is bounded to 0.28%. The average miss detection rate is 1.61%,
and miss detection occurred when the background's color and the object's color is
similar. It is occurred due to very small difference values obtained by the background
subtraction step, and they are eliminated as noise pixels.
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Table 1. Summary of simulation results

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a method to detect moving human based on simple background
subtraction, object region enhancement and human recognition based on 1D template
correlation. First it does background subtraction to extract moving object and then
adaptive threshold method to remove noise from the background subtraction image.
Once the moving objects are extracted after removing noise using adaptive threshold,
the algorithm distinguish the moving human bodies from other objects based on
proposed 1D template correlation method. The proposed 1D correlation method gives
comparatively better correlation between reference template and candidate templates
than conventional 2D correlation method. Also the proposed method has low
computational load then 2D correlation method. The simulation result shows average
correct detection rate of 98.4% for moving human object of outdoor videos. The
Simulation result shows the proposed method is able to perform well in real-time
intelligent CCTV video application comparatively to the conventional methods.
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